Introduction
In 2020 an entire cycling season of bike tours were cancelled due to the COVID 19 pandemic. The economic loss, which
was significant, impacted the event organizers (many of which are nonprofits that, in turn, support other nonprofits),
communities, partners and vendors. While the sport of cycling flourished as one of the activities people could safely do
on their own during the pandemic, many bike tours were hindered by the necessary restrictions and mandates with only
a few small bike tours able to occur. As we approach the 2021 season, there is renewed hope that the bike tours can
occur with appropriate risk mitigation.
A group of seven Colorado based bike tours, all with events with over 1500 participants, organized a COVID mitigation
task force to review every aspect of bike tours and make recommendations for best operating procedures. It is the belief
of this group that without bike tours in 2021, many will not survive.
Furthermore, we believe all bike tours must be consistent in their COVID mitigation procedures to ensure the
confidence and safety of all participants and the sustainability of the bike tours. In 2020, USA Cycling supported
approximately 300 events and there were no known cases of COVID directly tied to the events. This is further evidence
that with proper COVID mitigation bike tours are COVID safe.
This document is a template that each bike tour can adapted to meet the needs of their specific bike tour and
communities they operate in. Because bike tours occur in many municipalities with varying requirements is important
to adapt as needed.
The template was built utilizing resources from USA Cycling; World Health Organization; Center for Disease Control;
Colorado Department of Public Health; events that were successfully executed as Pikes Peak Apex Mountain Bike; and
other endurance events such as the Colfax Marathon. Finally, multiple bike tour directors informed the creation of this
document with their knowledge and experience.
We wish all bike tours the best of luck and encourage anyone to reach out to us for support to get through this difficult
time. Just imagine riding your bike through one of those dark tunnels and how beautiful the light is when you exit. We
are near the end of the tunnel. Let’s just keep on pedaling.
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Colorado Mandates
These protocols are based on the state of Colorado’s COVID-19 Dial of Levels. Colorado’s dial framework has six color
levels to provide guidance to counties. Counties can move back and forth between levels, depending primarily on three
metrics. Levels are based on the number of new cases, the percent positivity of COVID-19 tests, and the impact on
hospitals, as well as local considerations. As the dial moves left, toward Green: “Protect Our Neighbors”, more people
can participate in various activities. This framework gives communities a tool to make life in the pandemic more
sustainable. For outdoor events, the mandates as of 2/11/21 are as follows:
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Note that in Colorado some municipalities have Five Star Certification. This allows the county to allow businesses to
operate at a lower level provided certain criteria are met. Each bike event should discuss Five Star Certification in their
area. Presently, there are no specifications for outdoor events however Bicycle Colorado and Colorado Bike Event
Coalition (CBEC) is currently working to ensure outdoor events are recognized as part of this process.
Please note that Five Star businesses are still allowed to operate one level lower on the dial, except they may not
operate in Level Green “Protect Our Neighbors” unless the county is formally in Protect Our Neighbors. Because caution
is still a priority, counties in Yellow with a 5 Star Business Program may only operate in Blue once 70% of 70-year-olds
have received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. This is anticipated to be complete by the end of February 2021.
The Five Star Certification Criteria for indoor events are as follows and it could be assumed that outdoor events would
have similar criteria:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Masks are mandatory and enforced
6’ Distancing, and plan for guest entry, exit and movement with clear signage
Regular sanitation and cleaning of high-touch surfaces
Daily employee symptom and exposure checks
Screen for symptoms, and record customer names and contact info to support tracing
Business-specific written implementation and compliance plans, filed with administrative committee
Business specific plans for outbreak detection, reporting and response
Implementation and compliance plans, including room diagrams, filed with the administrative committee
Exposure notification service promotion and outreach to employees and customers
Publicly displayed instructions for a customer to lodge compliance complaints to both LPHA and CDPHE
complaint form: covid19.colorado.gov/certified-compliance
Extra effort to create special hours or accommodations for at risk populations
Businesses seeking certification must have zero prior citations of noncompliance with public health orders

Risk Assessment
Each bike tour should conduct a risk assessment to determine the viability of their event based on the current local
COVID data and mandates. USA Cycling has a risk assessment tool that is very effective. While geared predominately to
bike races it does provide a good indication of the risks for your event.
When completing a risk assessment on your event, using USA Cycling’s tool or your own method, please consider the
following:
●

●

●

Safety of participants, staff, volunteers, spectators, vendors, sponsors and host community. All Tour
Directors/Event Coordinators think about this for all bike tours and this is an added safety element to consider.
If you do not feel you can run a COVID safe event it is recommended that you not host the event
Local Community. Most bike tours bring visitors to a new community and are welcomed with open arms but
during this pandemic it is important to get the support of the full community and ensure that your bike tour
does not stress local resources
Financial considerations. COVID mitigation will add expenses to your budget as well the potential to lose income
streams such as sponsors that prefer to not participate during a pandemic. Before proceeding with event plans,
be sure event handle the financial burden of a truly COVID safe event

Remember, for any crisis – whether it is COVID or something else, how the crisis is handled will impact the future of the
event. It is important to always evaluate the safety impact, the financial impact and the reputation of the event.
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Participants Responsibilities
Participants includes any and all individuals involved in the event including but not exclusively registered riders,
sponsors, volunteers, staff and vendors. All participants will be required to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Wear a mask when not riding their bicycle
Maintain 6’ social distance
Must be healthy to participate by providing proof of vaccination or a negative COVID test result within 3 days of
the start of the event and answering a health screening questionnaire no more than 48 hours prior to the event
Wash or sanitize hands frequently
No sharing of equipment
Follow all COVID protocols as laid out by the organizer
Provide a list of lodging for the event should contact tracing be needed
Sign a Social Contract confirming that they understand the protocols and will follow them

A strict “one strike you are out” policy must be in effect and enforced. Any person that does not follow the COVID
protocols puts others at risk as well as the event as a whole.

Communications
Consistent, constant and clear communication is essential to the success of this COVID mitigation plan. The following
methods of communication should be implemented:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Develop a video describing COVID-19 protocols and procedures
COVID-19 specific page on event website highlighting the responsibility of participants
A minimum of two COVID-19 specific eblasts to participants
Social media posts highlighting COVID-19 mitigation
Event signage onsite to highlight protocols
Information that should be shared with participants
o People and Groups at Increased Risk
o Symptoms of COVID-19
o Instructions for Self-screening
o How COVID-19 Spreads
o How to Protect Yourself and Others
o Social Distancing
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Registration and Packet/Number Pickup
Registration recommendations
● Online Registration only to minimize contact
● Onsite Registration only using personal mobile devices
● Onsite Registration at computer kiosks
o Provide gloves to use kiosks
o Clean on regular basis
Packet/Number Pickup
● Provide a Shipping option for packets to participants
o Due to the increased costs recommendation is to charge for this option or increase to accommodate
shipping all numbers
● Packet Pickup
o Set-up a larger space to allow for social distancing
o Keep packet pick-up outside
o Provide timeslots for pick up
▪ Time slots can be alphabetical, based on route options or an option to pick a time slot can be
picked as part of online registration
o Provide varied locations for early packet-pickups to spread out crowds
o Create clear entrance and exit with signage to ensure one-way traffic
o Place 6’ social distancing marks on ground
o Provide plexi-glass/acrylic sneeze guards between participants and volunteers/staff
o Provide hand sanitizer at entrance/exit
o Make an effort to not need pens but If there is use of pen be prepared to have a volunteer to clean and
disinfect pens
▪ Use Electronic Waivers
o Ensure there is appropriate signage to instruct people
▪ Having a couple of greeters on site will help facilitate process
o Set up a Drive-Up option if feasible for your event
o Non-medical masks must be worn at all times by participants and volunteers/staff
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Portalets/Restrooms
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Avoid congestion by increasing number of portalets and restrooms to reduce use
Each portalet should be placed 6’ apart or if space is limited then alternative side where door opens
Ensure your vendor or staff disinfects hourly and is using approved COVID-19 cleaning procedures
All high touch points must be cleaned routinely throughout the day
If using indoor restrooms work with owners of the facility for routine cleaning and supplies
This area should have one-way traffic with a clearly defined entrance, exit and path
Place 6’ social distancing marks on ground
Handwashing and/or hand sanitizing stations
Portalets should have hand sanitizer inside
Garbage cans with bags should be placed in close proximity
o Trash bags should be tied or knotted
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General Cleaning
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces within the venue at least daily or between uses as much as
possible
Clean and disinfect shared objects between uses
Develop a schedule for increased, routine cleaning and disinfection
Choose the right disinfectant for your surface from EPA’s List N: Disinfectants for Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Use disposable gloves when removing garbage bags or handling and disposing of trash. After using disposable
gloves, throw them out in a lined trash can. Do not disinfect or reuse the gloves. Wash hands after removing
gloves
Have hand sanitizer ready and available at multiple locations
Contract a professional cleaning company or hire individuals to do continual cleaning at the start/finish area

Starts
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Eliminate mass starts
o Expand start windows to spread out participants on and off the course
Have Wave starts
o Assign participants to wave/time window or have them sign up
o Limit the number per wave/time window
Discourage starting in large groups
o Follow the State/Local mandate for the number allowed at the current dial level
Ask participants to not arrive at the Start until 30 minutes prior to their start time
Have participants stay in periphery area and reduce congregating until their wave/distance/time called
Have additional masks readily available for anyone that does not have one
Distinguish between routes with different color bibs/numbers to help easily identify groups

Course/Route
●
●

Educate and enforce new spacing rules/riding etiquette to ensure proper separation between cyclists
Participants should be instructed not to hug, high five, touch each other at any point before, during or after the
event
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Aid Stations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

Install plexiglass partitions between serve and cyclist when possible
Masks must be worn by participants and volunteers
Limit the time at aid stations
To minimize congestion and time at aid stations consider placing bike mechanics in a separate location
Portalets (see sanitation section)
Place 6’ social distancing marks on ground
Mark clear entrance, exit and one-way path
Provide bike parking that is adequately spaced out such as utilizing the ground instead of bike racks
Provide hand sanitizer and instructions for use for all participants at each aid station
o Participants are required to use hand sanitizer before they touch anything and before they depart the
aid station
Require cyclists to remove cycling gloves
Hand out plastic gloves for participants to wear at aid station
Hydration Station
o If possible, use “hands free” spigots
o Have a gloved volunteer at the hydration station to turn spigot.
o Use individual bottled water
Food
o Provide single serve wrapped food items
o Only offer fruit that can be peeled such as oranges & bananas. No cutting fruit at aid stations
o Provide an option to pick up prepackaged food at the start to avoid having to stop at all Aid Stations
Instead of having everything at each Aid Station (bike mechanic, food, hydration, portalets, medical, food
vendors) spread them out at different aid stations.
o Example: 1 Aid Station split into 3 sections
▪ Bike Mechanic
▪ Food, Hydration, Portalets
▪ Food Vendor

SAG Wagons
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

All vehicles must be cleaned at start of event and at the finish of the event
Using Clear Shower Liners create dividers between each section of the vehicle unless there is an empty row
between rows
Participants must load and unload their own bike
o If they are unable to do so driver may load bike with gloves on
Everyone in the vehicle must wear a mask
Leave a seat empty between each person
Vehicle cannot operate at more than 50% capacity
When possible keep windows open to increase ventilation
SAGs will be provided with hand sanitizer, masks and gloves
Seats will be sprayed with disinfectant after participants exit the vehicle
Keep a list of all participants the ride in each vehicle
Participants should be encouraged to:
o Not start in the morning if they are hesitant about their ability to finish
o Ride to Aid Stations so that they have a place to wait
o Ride to a pre-determined location that has a bus onsite
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Finish
●
●
●
●

●

Ensure there are extra masks available for anytime a participant is not riding. Have plenty easily and readily
available
Clear signage/volunteers defining where they go from the finish
Limit time at finish for one day events
For events that distribute finish medals
o Consider shipping post-event
o Put all finish medals on tables for pick up
▪ Individually place items for easy pick-up
▪ If distributing more than one item put all items in a Ziploc bag
Limit/Discourage the number of spectators at the finish

Finish Festivals/Expos
●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●

Ensure there is significant space for activities
o Current CO mandate is 175 people within 25,000sq. ft (1/10/21)
o Widen aisles
Tent placement
o Alternate opening of tent
o Provide 10’ space on all sides of tent
All tents will have a plexiglass/acrylic sneeze guard between vendor and participants
Limit number of people in Festival/Expo area
o Direct traffic one way
o Mark 6’ Social Distance spots in front of all tents/vendors
Have hand sanitizer stations available
Vendors to provide own chairs/tables/tents
Have additional masks readily available for anyone that does not have one
Disinfection Team will routinely traverse the area and wipe down all high-touch surfaces with disinfectant spray.
High-touch surfaces include
o Tables/tablecloths
o Chairs
o Bike racks
o Acrylic shields within tented areas (both sides)
o Microphones on stage
o Bathroom & portable toilet door handles (inside and outside)
o Portable sinks and faucets
Everyone wearing gloves will remove and dispose of them every hour, wash hands and put on a new pair of
gloves
Trash cans will be monitored to ensure they do not reach over 75% capacity. This will prevent bags from
breaking and will also allow the bags to be tied fully closed

Massage
●
●
●
●

Eliminate if recommended by Public Health Department
Provide 6’ separation between each massage table
Provide separation such as curtain, plexiglass or divider between each massage table
Disinfect each area after use
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Merchandise
●
●
●
●

No exchange or return policy
If for any reason, there is an exchange the returned jersey cannot be given to another participant for 2 days
Participant cannot try on items of clothing
Touchless payment

Bike Parking
●
●

Owner of bicycle must bring and pick up their own bike
If bike racks are used, they need to be cleaned after bikes are removed

Hydration Station
●
●
●

If possible, use “hands free” spigots
Have a gloved volunteer at the hydration station to turn spigot.
Use individual bottled water

Pre & Post Ride Meals
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Utilize Grab & Go and boxed options as much as possible
Alternatively, food must be served by gloved and masked food vendors
All utensils must be in a sealed container and handed to the participant
Eliminating self-service stations that have multi-use utensils (such as buffets, hot dog roller tongs, bulk food bins
and coffee urns)
Clearly mark ground to delineate 6 -foot spacing for people in lines, and mark how foot traffic should move
Beverages can be kept in a cooler with ice, but ice cannot be consumed, coolers must be monitored
o If someone takes a beverage, they cannot put it back
o Recommend not mixing different kinds of beverages so people know what they are grabbing
Coffee must be served by vendor and not self-serve, including condiments
Condiments must be in small single-use containers or put on by vendors
Post menus prominently and share virtually if possible
If payment is needed, make it contactless
Mark 6’ social distance spacing for lines
Mark clear entrance, exit and one-way path
Ensure there is ample trash cans
Have a disinfectant station so people can spray down their table and chair when they are done

Beer Gardens
●
●
●
●

Serve in cans (or bottles if allowed) no serving from kegs
Contactless payment
Must be in a separate area from the food to prevent congestion
Mark clear entrance, exit and one-way path

Seating areas
●
●
●
●

Keep everything outdoors as much as possible
Provide as much grass area as possible allowing people to sit on the ground
Have a disinfectant station so people can spray down their table and chair when they are done
Seating areas need to be monitored
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Shuttle Buses
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Shuttle buses must have improved ventilation systems or open windows
Masks must be worn on the bus
Hand sanitizer must be available on the bus
To ensure social distancing, there must be an empty row of seats between “pods” of people traveling together
Bus must be sprayed with disinfectant between each run
Bus must be thoroughly cleaned at the end of each day
Post signs on doors with protocols
Encourage riders to ride bike to and from Start/Finish

Parking
●
●

If there is any type of activity that involves activities at the vehicles such as RVs, the vehicles need to be parked
with one vehicle space (10’) between each vehicle to ensure social distancing
For parking with no activity, cars can be parked next to each other in standard parking spots
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Lodging
●
●

●

●

All participants will be required to provide their lodging information in case contact tracing is necessary
Hotels/Motels
o Events that assign rooms for riders, volunteers, staff will need to:
▪ Provide single occupancy rooms for individuals not traveling together
▪ Ensure lodging venue is has COVID and safety protocols in place
o Consider hotels/motels that have contactless entry (keypads on doors) and where room can be entered
from outside eliminating communal areas
o Provide protocol guidance to constituents
Congregate Lodging (dorm style lodging)
o Should not be provided during the summer of 2021 unless absolutely essential
o Physical barriers such as screens, shower curtains, etc should be set up with 6’ social distancing of each
side of sleeping area
o No visitors not staying there allowed in the area
o All communal areas should be blocked off
o Keep all windows and doors to outside open
Camping/Tents
o Tents must be set up front to back to ensure social distancing
o Tent set-up locations must be marked to ensure proper social distancing between tents
o No shared tents unless individuals that are traveling together
o Valet tents must be disinfected daily. Tents that are rented for multiple days should have the same tent
every night
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COVID Medical Plan
In addition to the event medical plan, there must be a very specific plan of how to handle potential COVID cases and the
event’s medical team should be part of the planning process. Key elements of your COVID Medical Plan should include:
●

●

●

Before someone gets sick
o Clearly identify testing procedures
o Identify and create an isolation area that is private and ideally outside
o Develop procedures to transport a person that has symptoms or who has tested positive and does not
show symptoms
When someone gets sick
o Immediately isolate individual from others
o Use a medical reserve hotel room for individual until they have a family/friend that can get them home
▪ They may be required to quarantine in the area for the duration of their illness
o Alert all medical personnel that a potential case of COVID is being transported so they can be prepared
After a person gets sick
o In accordance with state and local laws and regulations, notify local health officials, staff, and families of
a person with COVID-19 while maintaining the individual’s confidentiality
o Notify event constituents of closures and restrictions put in to place due to a case of COVID-19
o Advise those who have had close contact with a person diagnosed with COVID-19 that they will need to
leave the event and get tested.

Extreme weather events and other emergencies
●

●

●

●

In the case of an extreme weather event, or other emergency (including but not limited to severely low
temperatures, high winds, exceptionally intense snow, or fire), the bike event may prioritize the immediate
safety and sheltering needs of participants, volunteers and staff when in conflict with these COVID-19 guidelines
In the case of such an event, the bike event should, in coordination with the LPHA, address how to document
the contact information of guests and staff of multiple different parties who shelter together in one space
during an emergency or extreme weather event to ensure contact tracing ability
The bike event must coordinate with and report to their LPHA when they invoke the need, due to an emergency,
to shelter constituents despite COVID-19 guidelines. This reporting should include the date, time, duration,
event type, location(s), individuals impacted/included, and details of the event
During an emergency requiring sheltering of guests and employees, COVID-19 guidelines for distancing, masks,
and handwashing should be followed to the greatest extent possible

Volunteers
●
●
●
●
●

Use only the number of volunteers needed. Events frequently ask for more volunteers than necessary. Review
volunteer/staffing needs and identify where people are truly needed to reduce the amount of people on site
Provide clear communication prior to the event of their duties to ensure they are comfortable with the potential
risks of their duties
Provide the necessary personal protective gear (masks, gloves, face shields, hand sanitizer) and disinfectant for
their areas
Provide proper training of protocols and procedures
Ensure all volunteers complete the same symptom check as participants
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